
Planet Sale Plan

The plan is for a private sale to key partners, brands and guilds, followed by 
ongoing public sale rounds. ‘Planet Genesis’ NFTs will be sold which can be 
redeemed for a planet.  Staking of the Planets will happen at the same time or 
close to the time of the reveal where owners will start receiving the minimum token 
emission. 

Indicative Timeline

February Private sale 

March Public 1 sale
Allocation minus private sale

April Public 2 Sale

June Planet Genesis redeemed for Planet
Planet Staking

July Token Generation Event

Q3 2022 Early Access Game Launch
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Phantom Galaxies - Planet Genesis Sale
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The purpose of this article is to discuss the Phantom Galaxies User-Owned Planets 
in greater detail. Details below are subject to change.

User owned land within Phantom Galaxies exist as Planets and Asteroids, referred 
to collectively as “Planets”.  Planets are special NFTs that players are able to 
purchase, own and trade.  Each Planet will have designated coordinates within the 
Phantom Galaxies universe, and will have randomized traits that will make each 
individual Planet unique.  

Planets will gain greater utility once Phantom Galaxies’ governance token launches. 
Each Planet is allocated a set amount of Phantom Galaxies Governance token and 
will award the owner an amount of “PGToken” directly.  Once staking is enabled, 
Planets will emit a ‘Minimum Token Emission’ of PGToken. 

Planet holders will be able to earn a multiplier on their emission of PGToken up to a 
set maximum. This increased emission rate will be dependent on the Planet’s level 
of engagement (visits to the planet),  how much the Planet has been developed 
(buildings constructed) and the level of engagement of the Planet holder in the 
game (owner / organisation completing missions).  More details on this will be 
released at a later date. 

Owners (individuals or organisations) will be able to choose their Planet’s 
governance: they could choose to run their Planet as a dictatorship, or share 
power as a republic.  (More on Organisations and governance in the Phantom 
Galaxies Litepaper.)  

Owners will also be able to build structures on their Planet, such as marketplaces 
to sell items, hangars to store Starfighters, residential units to house guild 
members, or refineries to harvest minerals. Each sized planet will be able to 
physically accommodate certain numbers of simultaneous players, from a squad 
of 4 players on a small asteroid to thousands of players on a large planet spread 
around the cityscape.

During the first rounds of Planet sales, a “Planet Genesis” NFT for a specific class of 
Planet will be sold that can be redeemed at a later date for a Planet. The Planet 
Genesis NFTs will be tradeable on OpenSea immediately.
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Planet Genesis Sale Information
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Total Governance Token Supply 888,077,888

Small 
Asteroid

Large
Asteroid

Small 
Planet

Medium
Planet

Large
Planet

Price (USDC/USDT) $354 $825 $2,969 $16,500 $150,000

Minimum Governance 
Token Emission 152 355 1,279 7,105 64,587

Cost Per Token
(Min Emission) $2.32 $2.32 $2.32 $2.32 $2.32

Maximum Governance 
Token Emission 246 1,150 6,206 45,981 522,513

Cost Per Token
(Max Emission) $1.44 $0.72 $0.48 $0.36 $0.29

*Figures may change


